CommandPoint™ is the latest evolution in public safety systems application suites from Northrop Grumman.

The CommandPoint application suite combines the best technological standards with the five decades of experience and resources of Northrop Grumman. CommandPoint is a true Windows interface, making it among the most streamlined products in the public safety market. The CommandPoint suite of products is user-configurable making them simple to use for both the casual or experienced user.

In the computer-aided dispatch (CAD) application for example, status monitors are completely configurable by the user, and allow features such as sorting of information, defining user-specific monitors, and monitor placement, all designed for more effective use of unit and activity data.

The CommandPoint Suite includes the following applications:

**CommandPoint CAD**
The command and control system for public safety computer-aided dispatching and resource management.

**CommandPoint CAD features include:**
1. Microsoft .NET client architecture
2. Fewer forms to remember; more consistent functionality
3. Configurable user preferences (fonts, colours, window positioning)
4. Ease of mouse use; command line capability; accelerator keys/keyboard functionality
5. Increased speed in execution of commands
6. Collapsible windows
7. Flexible architecture that supports Windows Server or Unix platforms

**CommandPoint Mobile**
The application interface between the command centre and the field units provides ease of use in accessing data and unit statusing.

**CommandPoint AFR**
An automated field reporting package that enables law enforcement units to complete reports quickly and accurately, thus increasing their time in the field.

**CommandPoint Map**
The mapping application designed for real-time command and control situations supporting Automatic Vehicle Routing and Recommendation (AVRR)/Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL).
CommandPoint Law Enforcement RMS
A law enforcement records management system utilising the latest in technology to get information into and out of the system to assist in better decision making.

CommandPoint Fire RMS
A fire records management system that provides ease of use in collecting, sorting, and managing data for fire reports, inspections, and NFIRS reporting. CommandPoint is much more than an integrated first responder application suite.

CommandPoint is a full-spectrum approach that uses the latest technology in crafting a solution that is robust, cost-effective, and maintainable.

Our customers look to us for for large-scale enterprise solutions. We support commanders who manage far-flung forces via global command, control and communications systems; police and firefighters who will access high-speed data and video over a new broadband wireless network; government agencies who need to meet cyber security requirements; battlefield commanders who use a tactical Internet to lead their troops; Department of Homeland Security staffers who rely on their classified network infrastructure; intelligence analysts who rely on their systems to get actionable information into the right hands at the right time; missile defence analysts who model and simulate scenarios at the Joint National Integration Center; states, counties and cities who rely on the management of their information infrastructures to deliver responsive services to their citizens; and businesses that adopt new software solutions to make their enterprise processes run more smoothly and efficiently.